20’ Classic Flag Installation Instructions - Roof Stand Installation
DO NOT Install near overhead power lines!
Step 1: Please remove all parts from boxes & separate pieces. Roof Stand assembly &
pieces are listed in Step 3.
You will need:
- Stackable Poles
- Bungee Cord
- Flag
Step 2: Assemble poles by placing smaller end into larger end - please see picture below.

NOTE: This is a stackable pole. It is NOT a telescoping pole

Step 3: Roof Stand Assembly
You will need:
A. Stand Legs (4)
D. Hitch Pin (2)
B.
B. Bearing Pole / Spring E. Empty Sand Bag
C. Base Coupler
F. 25 lbs of sand or pea gravel
(not included).

C.

A.

1. Start by locating
the top & bottom
of the coupler.

2. Install the long end of the spring
on top of the coupler. After
installing the spring, place the
hitch pin through the hole
of the spring assembly to lock
it in place.
3. Push legs into coupler
until the button on the
legs clicks into
possition in the coupler.

D.

E.

4. Place the filled sand bag on
the stand through the center
hole of the sand bag. The sand
bag seams should rest on the
legs of the stand. ONLY use the
sand bag provided - do NOT use
anything else to weight down
sand.
5. Place roof stand assembly
so that the leg closest to the
front of the building & corner
of the building is AT LEAST 6ft
back from the parapet wall.
6. Place the
bearing pole
in the spring
assembly.

Step 4: Slide pole into sleeve on
the flag and hold firmly. Hook
bungee cord to the tab at the
end of the flag sleeve and
attach the bungee to the clip
on the bottom section of the
pole. Note: Be certain the tip
of the pole is fully inserted into
the strengthened TOP END of
the flag pole sleeve.
Step 5: FINAL STEP
Place the pole with
the flag attached on
to the bearing pole &
secure with hitch pins
supplied with the
pole.
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Questions?

Please call or email

sales@adverflag.com
P: 800.837.6306 F: 513.588.3737

To Disassemble: Reverse procedure of
instructions. When removing the legs from the
coupler, use the hitch pin to push the button &
release the leg.
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